
Let the season begin! There is an awesome snow pack at our lodges, new snow coming in every day and 
epic skiing/riding reports from all of our guests. To keep you outside in all condi�ons we have a great 
lineup of product from Arcteryx, Mammut, Icebreaker, Hestra, Burton and Smith. If the gear works in our 
world, it will work in yours and keep you warm, dry and comfortable. From Arcteryx we have the new 
Nomad Jacket and pant, only available at CMH, plus the new Aphix and Ceva hoody which are great mid 
layer pieces. From Mammut the new Stoney jacket and pants for men and the Glimmer jacket and Vail 
pant for women will keep you protected in all condi�ons. Add to that the Aconcagua and Jori mid layer 
pieces and you are ready for playing in our mountain environment. 
 
We hope you enjoy your journey through our catalog and you find something of interest. If you have any 
ques�ons email us at www.retailshop.com or call and ask for the Retail Shop at 1-800-661-0252. 
 
Have a great season. We hope to ski with you at our areas. 
 
Best Regards, 
Bob Krysak 
Retail Services Manager, Canadian Mountain Holidays 
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The Nomad jacket is waterproof, windproof and breathable with a softer face 
fabric inside and a durable outer fabric. The jacket is anatomically shaped for 
fit and comfort with a generous cut for easy layering. The Storm Hood is 
helmet compatible with a laminated brim and glove friendly hood adjusters. 
The collar has a laminated chin guard, and a large neck opening that you can 
sink down into on those stormy days. There are two waterproof chest 
pockets, one featuring our new hideaway radio pocket where the antennae 
slides up and out of the way while you are skiing. The two hand pockets are 
lined and deep, and the waterproof pit zips are easily accessible. On the left 
shoulder there is a waterproof pocket for easy access of 
those items you need on a regular basis. Laminated 
die-cut Velcro cuff adjusters 
reduce bulk, large cuffs to fit over 
gloves. There is one 
inside chest pocket with laminat-
ed zip and a mesh storage pocket. 
Powder skirt with gripper elastic 
and snap closure, 
Recco Reflector. 
 
< Nomad Jacket  $675               
Tungsten  S-XXL 

Arcteryx 
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Nomad Jacket and Pant 
You are a Nomad … part of a group of adventurers who move from valley to valley, ridge top to ridge top, and from  one 
con�nent to another in search of powder. You demand the best, and with the Nomad Jacket and Pant you have found it. At 
CMH we are proud to introduce the Nomad Jacket and Pant with Gore-Tex So�shell, available only at CMH. Designed 
specifically for cold and damp winter condi�ons, GORE-TEX So� Shell is a warmer 3-layer waterproof shell with a so� feel and 
quiet nature. These durable tex�les are ideal for stop and go ac�vi�es such as heli-skiing, providing extra insula�ve protec�on in 
extreme weather and during �mes of repose. GORE-TEX So� Shell’s 3-layer construc�on consists of an internal GORE-TEX 
waterproof/breathable membrane that is bonded to so�er feeling, mid-weight outer tex�les and lightweight so� fleece or 
flannel linings. These laminated tex�les balance extra warmth with suitable breathability performance, reducing layering 
requirements and bulk. Our advanced laminated construc�on techniques preserve the shell’s waterproof integrity and enhance 
the garments breathability, suppleness and comfort. 

Designed for deep powder and freeride skiing, the Nomad pant is intended for 
extended use on those long deep snow days. Waterproof, breathable and 

durable construc�on. Lightly insulated with large cargo pockets on thighs, and 
two waterproof zip pockets on bib. Adjustable bib suspenders, side vents open 

for ven�la�on, and Keprotec insteps guard against abrasion from edges and 
bindings. Padded knees for the heli huddle and laminated powder cuffs. Hidden 

Recco Reflector. 
Nomad Pant $495 > 

Blaze or Carbon Copy 
S-XL800g/1.76 lbs Medium  



Epsilon AR > 
Made with a Bonded Polyester textile that sheds moisture and breathes exceptionally 
well, the Epsilon AR is a lightweight softshell that excels at highly physical activities in 
mixed weather conditions. Moisture resistant, breathable, two hand pockets with zippers, 
laminated sleeve pocket, adjustable hem draw cord and reflective logo. 
$220  Deep Dusk   S-XL 
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Neos Jacket & Pant 

The Neos jacket features Gore’s So� Shell 
technology. The jacket is equipped with a high 
collar with internal hood, four easy access external 
pockets, a radio pocket, an internal storage pocket 
and an adjustable powder skirt and pit zips. 
Equipped with a Recco avalanche reflector. 
 
< Neos Jacket $675               
Cheekeye S-XL 

Neos Pant $475 > 
Black S-XXL 

Atom LT Jackets ^ 
Ideal for ambi�ous days when the mercury plummets, this warm          
mid-layer features composite materials that provide warmth and 
breathability. The arms and torso are for�fied with Corelo� insula�on 
and the side panels and underarms incorporate Polartec Power 
Stretch with Hardface Technology to increase mobility. A wind and 
moisture resistant jacket that is lightweight, compressible, two hand 
pockets, internal chest pocket and adjustable hem drawcord. 
$200  Black and Cayenne S-XXL 
Weight 326g/11.5oz (M) 
 

Atom LT Hoody ^ 
This versa�le hoody combines vital core warmth with superb 
mobility. Lightweight and compressible 
Corelo� insula�on is used on torso, arms and hood while 
underarm side panels feature breathable Polartec Power 
Stretch with Hardface technology. Wind resistant/moisture 
resistant outer face fabric with DWR finish. Low  profile 
stretch side panel provides a trim fit. Scuba hood adds 
warmth and can fit under a helmet. Two hand  pockets with 
zippers, internal chest pocket with zipper. 
$240  Cayenne S-XXL  
Weight 375g/13.2oz (M) 
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< Gamma MX Jacket 
 
Ideal for dynamic backcountry ac�vi�es in mixed weather 
condi�ons, this mobile, ar�culated so� shell jacket is 
engineered to provide elemental protec�on with high levels 
of breathability and mobility. This jacket features a moisture-
resistant outer face fabric, is snow-shedding, breathable, 
lightly insulated, durable and wind resistant, has laminated 
sleeve pocket with laminated zip, two hand pockets with 
zippers and two chest pockets with hidden zippers and a so� 
brushed-lined collar. 
 
$300  Black  S-XL 
Weight 576g/1lb 4.3oz (M) 
 

 

Aphix Hoody >   
 

Lightweight insulated hoody that can be used as a standalone 
piece or as a cold weather mid layer. Inset panels of stretch 

fabric under the arms stop just above the hip for extended range 
of mo�on without compromising warmth. S�tched insula�on is 

radiant Corelo�™ that traps heat. Well suited to cold dry 
condi�ons. Dropped hem posi�ons jacket for maximum core 

protec�on; collar and hand pockets are insulated. Proficient at 
warmth and weather resistance. 

 
$280  Tungsten  S-XL 

Weight 484g/1lb 1.1oz (M) 



Phase SV Zip Neck & SV Bootcut Bo�om 
< Ideal for cold days in the alpine, the zip neck is a super-
wicking base layer with medium-weight insula�on to keep you 
warm and dry. Moisture is wicked across the garment, aiding 
temperature regula�on. Broadly dispersed moisture evaporates 
quickly, speeding dry-�me. Encapsulated silver ion fibers pro-
vide long las�ng odor control. Gusseted underarms and 
anatomical shaping provide freedom of movement. Half-length 
zippered neck design, chin guard prevents chafing. UPF 50+. 
Zip Neck  $90  Black  S-XXL 
Crew Neck  $85  Rooibos  S-XXL 
 

> These boot cut bo�oms can be worn as either base or 
mid-layer. Moisture is wicked across the garment, aiding 

temperature regula�on. Broadly dispersed moisture evaporates 
quickly, speeding dry-�me. Encapsulated silver ion fibers 

provide long las�ng odor control. Gusseted crotch for freedom 
of movement. Wide, comfort waistband with laminated, so�-                  

brush finish.  Bo�oms  $80  Black  S-XXL 
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Dressing for a day of Heli-Adventures at CMH 
At CMH we ski/snowboard in a variety of condi�ons and environments. The best way to be prepared for a day in the outdoors is 
to dress in a layering system. Layers allow you to build a �ny microclimate that surrounds your body and can be adapted to 
moisture, wind, temperature and exer�on.  
BASE LAYER- Base layers are worn next to skin and are available in light, medium and heavy weights. Their goal is to transport 
moisture away from the skin and disperse it to the air or outer layers where it can evaporate. This layer should be snug but not 
constric�ng. This layer should either be synthe�c or wool, but NEVER COTTON. 
MID LAYER- Mid layers provide insula�on and con�nue the transporta�on of moisture from the inner layer. To slow heat loss, 
this layer must be capable of retaining the warmth generated by your body. The fibers of this layer create small air   spaces that 
trap molecules of warm air. Again, this layer should be snug but not constric�ng. 
OUTER LAYER- The Outer Layer protects you from the elements and should allow air to circulate and excess moisture to escape. 
It should allow freedom of movement, and have enough room for all the layers you will be wearing. As it is your TOOL BOX in the 
outdoor environment, it should come with a variety of pockets, ven�ng zippers and hood for ul�mate protec�on. 
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Arcteryx for Women 
Our func�onal, stylish products are designed to fla�er the female form while delivering technical free skiing 

performance. All our products offer great fit with ar�cula�on that provides athle�c mobility and maneuverability.  

< Nomad Jacket 
 
The Nomad jacket is waterproof, windproof and breathable with a softer 
face fabric inside and a durable outer fabric. The jacket is 
anatomically shaped for fit and comfort with a generous cut for easy 
layering. The Storm Hood is helmet compatible with a laminated brim and 
glove friendly hood adjusters. The collar has a laminated chin guard, and a 
large neck opening that you can sink down into on those stormy days. 
There is one waterproof chest pockets featuring our new hideaway radio 
pocket where the antennae slides up and out of the way while you are 
skiing. The two hand pockets are lined and deep, and the waterproof pit 
zips are easily accessible. On the left shoulder there is waterproof pocket 
for easy access of those items you need on a regular basis. Laminated 
die-cut Velcro cuff adjusters reduce bulk, large cuffs to fit over gloves. 
There is one inside chest pocket with laminated zip and a 
mesh storage pocket. Powder skirt with gripper elastic 
and snap closure. The back and shoulders have high loft 
soft shell to keep you warm on those cold mountain days. 
 
$675  Annabelle Green  XS-XL                                  
650g/1.43 lbs (M) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Sen�nel Full Bib Pant > 
 

These stylish GORE-TEX® So� Shell pants are designed to fla�er the female form while delivering technical 
freeride/freeskiing performance. A sleek low-rise waist and trim fit are complimentary, while looser fi�ng 

legs with ar�cula�on provide athle�c mobility. Large cargo pockets with internal volume channel cargo 
away from impact zones, and high-mounted laminated powder cuffs fit under snowboard highbacks.    

Waterproof, breathable, lightly insulated, durable construc�on, DWR finish (durable water repellent), 
helps bead water from fabric surface. Micro-seam allowance (1.6 mm) reduces bulk and weight. GORE-

TEX® three-layer construc�on. Thigh vents, ar�culated knees and seat, gusseted crotch, hidden stash 
pocket and cargo pocket. 

$530  Curacao Blue  S-L                                  
622g/1lb 5.9oz (M) 
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< Strato Jacket 
This dis�nctly textured hoody features low 
profile stretch woven cuffs to shed snow and 
reduce layering bulk under shells and gloves. 
The Polaretec Thermal Pro Cobble fleece 
insulates and breathes during ac�ve phases. 
The laminated hoody brim maintains shape 
and improves visibility. Snow shedding, 
moisture wicking, breathable fabric with DWR 
finish. Two hand pockets with laminated 
zippers, laminated sleeve pocket. 
$200  Curacao  XS-XL 
Weight 475g/16.8oz (M) 

                      Atom LT Hoody > 
This trim hybrid hoody is designed as an ac�ve-

use insula�on layer, providing vital core 
warmth with liberal mobility and breathability. 

The arms and torso are for�fied with Corelo� 
insula�on and the side panels and underarms 

incorporate Polartec Power Stretch with 
Hardface Technology to increase mobility. 

A wind and moisture resistant jacket that is 
lightweight, compressible, two hand pockets, 

internal chest pocket and adjustable hem draw 
cord. Scuba Hood that fits under a helmet. 

$240   Azulene  XS-XL 
Weight 365g/12.9oz (M) 

< Ceva Hoody 
Lightweight, insulated hooded jacket that can 
be used as a stand alone piece or as a cold 
weather mid layer. Inset panels of stretch 
fabric under the arms stop just above the hip 
for extended range of mo�on without 
compromising warmth. Well suited to cold dry 
condi�ons. A dropped hem posi�ons 
jacket for maximum core protec�on 
$280   
Pine Frost  XS-XL 

Atom LT Vest > 
This insulate vest provides core warmth and    

Corelo� 60 insula�on. The Polartec Power 
Stretch side panels ensure a snug fit and 

maximum freedom of movement combined 
with a hard shell. A wind and moisture 

resistant vest that is lightweight, compressible, 
two hand pockets, and adjustable hem 

draw cord. 
$170  

Black  S-XL 
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Arcteryx Rho AR Top & Bo�om 
 
< Rho AR Top An excellent mid-layering choice for 
aerobic ac�vi�es or as an expedi�on weight base layer 
for cold winter adventures. This form fi�ng tops is made 
of Polartec Power Stretch which wicks moisture and 
retains warmth. Laminated arm pocket with zipper.  
$140  Cayenne  XS-L 
Weight 255g/9oz (M) 
 

> Rho AR Bo�om Wear these stretchy, medium-weight 
pants as an insula�on piece for winter pursuits or as a 

stand-alone for three-season workouts. Polartec Power 
Stretch has a so�-to-skin feel and offers  plenty of 

warmth. Mid-weight stretch fabric offers great warmth-
to-weight ra�o. One laminated thigh pocket with 

laminated zipper. 
$120  Cayenne  XS-L 

Weight 232g/8.1oz (M) 

Kaspar Tanner laid the founda�ons of the company in 1862 with the establishment of his tradi�onal ropeworks in Din�kon near 
Lenzburg. The Mammut Sports Group AG is now an innova�ve company which develops, manufactures and sells mountaineering, 
outdoor pursuits and snow sports products. The Mammut Sports Group AG includes the mountain sports equipment manufacturer 
Mammut, the shoe manu-facturer Raichle and the ski wax and care experts, Toko. In addi�on to its central headquarters in Seon, 
Switzerland (since 1992), where around 200 people work, the Mammut group has branches and subsidiaries all over the world. Our 
aim is to offer the very best alpine products, assume our social responsibility, including social responsibility towards our partners, and 
leave behind the best possible ecological footprint. So that future genera�ons can be mountaineers as well. 
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Stoney Jacket for Men ^ 
Mammut ensures the very highest performance for its own 
laminate development, called  DRYtech™. Garments equipped 
with a DRYtech™ membrane offer complete protec�on from 
water and wind while retaining their breathable proper�es even 
in extreme situa�ons. As well as being func�onal DRYtech™ is 
so�, light and very stretchable. These proper�es make it very 
comfortable to wear. The Major jacket comes with 80Gms. of 
fiberfillon the body and 60Gms. On the sleeves. Ar�culated 
elbows, pit-zips, detachable and stretchable snow skirt, Lycra 
hand gaiters, detachable hood and one inside pocket with zip. 
$579  Yolk  S-XL 
Weight 1150g 

Stoney Pant for Men  
Mammut ensures the very highest performance for its own laminate 
development, called  DRYtech™. Garments equipped with a 
DRYtech™ membrane offer complete protec�on from water and 
wind while retaining their breathable proper�es even in extreme 
situa�ons. Stretchable snow gaitors with edge protec�on, waist  
regulator system inside. 2-way side zip for ven�la�on and easy entry 
and exit.  
$329  Goa  S-XL 

Aconcagua Jacket for Men  
Technical light and insula�ng fleece jacket made of elas�c 
Power Stretch® material, also suitable as a mid layer. Very 

robust and abrasion resistant thanks to Polartec® Power 
Stretch® Pro™ with nylon face. Durable and fast-drying outside, 

so� and warm inside. One bonded front pocket and thumb 
loops. Made for comfort and durability. 

$169  Black  S-XXL 

Broad Peak Down Jacket > 
This feather light goose down jacket is noted for its 
minimalist construc�on and excellent insula�on. 
Packs small and can be worn as an outer or 
insula�ng layer. 
Two side pockets, one chest pocket with zip, jacket 
can be stowed away in the le� front pocket, 2-way 
front zip, draw cord hem. 
$249  Black  S-XXL 
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< Shepody Shirt 
So� and warm long-sleeved flannel shirt for hiking, travelling and lei-
sure wear. Features two chest pockets with bu�ons. Robust and fast 
drying material with Ultraviolet Protec�on Factor (UPF) 40+. 
 
Regular Fit 
Rosemary-Cruise (shown) and Smoke-Cruise (grey/blue) 
$89 Black  S-XXL 

Mammut Womens Glimmer Jacket > 
Mammut’s most technical two-layer ski jacket offering ambi�ous wom-

en freeriders and skiers a wide range of applica�ons both on and off-
trail. Modern mixed outer material this ski jacket has 

high-quality 80 g/m2 padding on the body and 60 g/m2 on the sleeves. 
Features a removable and adjustable hood, spray proof 

2-way front zip, detachable snow skirt tailored to the female figure and 
designed to stay securely in place and made from warm 

material to protect the kidney area, 2-way underarm zip for 
maximum ven�la�on, 2 spray proof front pockets, 1 chest pocket with 

splash-proof zip, 1 wrist pocket for ski pass, pre-shaped sleeves with 
Velcro cuffs, roomy goggle pocket with microfiber wipe, 

audioport-pocket with cord pass-thru Lycra® hand gaiters. 
$579  Inferno  XS-L  Weight 890g 

 
 

<  Vail Pant for Women 
The DRYtech™ ski pants with stretch material and lots of ven�la�on for 
the young, trendy female freerider or skier. Features warm mesh lining, 
inside waist regulator system, spray resistant 2-way side zip for 
ven�la�on and easy entry and exit, stretchable snow gaiters, and edge 
protec�on. Regular fit. 
 
$329  Black  XS-L Weight 700g 
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Miva Down Hoody for Women > 
 

A compact down jacket, combining small packed volume with excellent thermal 
efficiency. Includes a cosy down filled hood. Filled with 105 g 90/10 goose down 

and 750 cuin fill power with a water-resistant outer material, drawcord hem that 
is adjustable using one hand. Can be stowed away in the inner pocket. Features 

2 side pockets, down filled fixed hood, and 2-way front zip. 
 

$279  Black  XS-L Weight 380g 

Jori Jacket for Women 
 
Func�on combined with a stylish appearance - this casual 
hoody looks good anywhere. The Mammut Women's Jori 
Jacket features a wind-repellent and so� material, an 
embossed Mammut logo, and a fashionable, slim cut that 
makes this jacket the ideal everyday accessory.  
 
$279  Black  XS-L Weight: 470 g  
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Long and durable alpine glove for those who need 
a warm dry glove in really tough weather condi-
�ons at high ac�vity level. Best in test in several  
ski magazines. Embroidered with the CMH logo 
(not shown). 

Outer material: Upper sec�on made of wind and 
waterproof and breathable HESTRA Triton/
polamide fabric. Proofed army leather - goat  
leather palm. Membrane: Gore-Tex. Insula�on: 
So� fiberfill. Lining: Bemberg polyester. Features: 
Snow lock and Velcro closure, carabiner, eagle 
grip, handcuffs. 

$190  Black  Unisex XXS—XXL 

CMH is proud to have Hestra as its glove supplier, one of the World’s 
Top Glove Brands. 
The family business Mar�n Magnusson & Co. was founded in 1936 and is now run by the third genera�on of Magnussons. Both  
design and development is done at the headquarters in the town of Hestra. Our gloves are manufactured in our own factory and 
we personally buy all leather, cloth, wool and other materials. This gives us complete control of the en�re produc�on chain and 
ensures high quality at every stage. Several of our models are handmade by some of the most experienced glove makers in 
Europe. In 2010, we produced about 1.7 million pairs of gloves. The company has 35 employees in Sweden. We also have a 
subsidiary in the United States, as well as agents, distributors and retailers in over 20 countries. In addi�on to Scandinavia, the 
United States, Alp- countries and Japan are our largest markets. The owners and managers are brothers Claes and Svante 
Magnusson. They have two sons – the fourth genera�on of Magnussons – who also work at Hestra. Sustainability is one of 
Hestra's core values. We make high quality gloves that are highly durable. A long product life reduces the consump�on of raw 
materials and lowers the impact on the environment. We encourage our customers to care for their gloves and to replace the 
liners – not the en�re glove – when the liners wear out. However, our work toward sustainability is not only found in our 
products. Materials, energy, transporta�on and waste are some of the environmental issues that we systema�cally work with to 
improve. One advantage in our environmental efforts is that we own the factory where our gloves are manufactured, and are 
able to control the en�re produc�on chain. Hestra is one of the few    environmentally cer�fied manufacturing companies in the 
ski and outdoor world. We introduced the ISO 9001 quality management system in the mid-1990s and the environmental 
management system ISO 14001 during 2008-2009. 

Hestra CMH XCR Glove 
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Marmot Women’s Warmest Mi�s > 
 

One of the warmest mi�s out there. Falcon Grip ar�culated for dexterity and 
ease of grip, gauntlet quick draw for one handed use, Marmot membrane 

waterproof/breathable insert, nose wipe so� fabric, Primalo� insula�on 
patented synthe�c to down in terms of  structure, warmth and feel. The only 

insula�on that treats each fiber with a permanent water-repellent finish. 
$125 
Black 
XS-L 

< Hestra XCR 3-Finger Glove 
Long and durable alpine glove for those who need a warm dry glove in really 
tough weather condi�ons at high ac�vity level. Best in test in several ski        
magazines. Embroidered with the CMH logo (not shown). 

Outer material: Upper sec�on made of wind and waterproof and breathable 
HESTRA Triton/polamide fabric. Proofed army leather - goat  leather palm.  
Membrane: Gore-Tex. Insula�on: So� fiberfill. Lining: Bemberg polyester.       
Features: Snow lock and Velcro closure, carabiner, eagle grip, handcuffs. 

$190  Black  Unisex XXS—XXL 
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CMH Custom Knowledge Goggles > 
 

Many of our guests come heli-skiing with great expecta�ons of 
steep and deep and find their goggles cannot handle the varied 

condi�ons. We have been working with Smith goggles for over 30 
years and find that they, “Just work”. 

The carbonic lens of the Knowledge goggle is individually molded 
and hard-coated to offer you superior clarity with a scratch resistant 

surface. Made with hypoallergenic foam for comfortable precision 
fit. The double lens prevents fog forma�on and provides 100% UV 

protec�on. Comes with an extra pair of lenses. Helmet compa�ble. 
 

  Knowledge Custom  $135 
Black frame.  Lens colour Ignitor and Rose Copper 

Knowledge Turbo with Fan (not pictured) $190 Graphite 
 

I/O & I/O ‘S’ 
Inspired by �meless fashion eyewear and driven by the need for interchangeable goggle lens technology, the I/O brings full       
interchangeability and a sleek rimless design aesthe�c to the Spherical Series.  Medium fit with Quick Release Lens System. 
Spherical, Carbonic –X Lens with TLT Op�cs. Patented Vaporator Lens Technology with Porex Filter. Comes with two 
Performance Mirror Lenses, ultra-wide silicone backed strap. Dual Layer, DriWix face foam. 
Includes Microfiber goggle bag with a replacement lens sleeve and padded travel case. 
$190  
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< Burton Double Deck Wheelie Bag 
 
The team favorite for touring the world with everything in 
tow, the Burton Double Deck Wheelie bag is just the right 
size for those two-week safaris. The large capacity means 
you’ll have room for all those souvenirs, plus extras, back-
ups, spare pairs, and other ameni�es. Breeze easily through 
the airport with the rugged IXION™ skate wheels, and pack 
like a tornado thanks to the volume-enhancing CRAM™ 
stretch zipper zones. Manage your dirty drawers with the 
laundry bag and drag mul�ple bags at once with the 
SnakeStack™ external backpack a�achment. Check out the 
burly X-Pac™ Sailcloth fabric. The same stuff sailors rely on 
to hop from con�nent to con�nent, it combines four layers 
of fabric for superior tear-resistance and the best strength-
to-weight ra�o on the market. 
 
$340  Black  Weight 5.25 kg/11.55 lbs 

Dimensions: 28in x 15in x 14in 

Thule Crossover 38L Carry-On > 
Hide-away backpack straps allow for quick and easy shouldering of this carry-
on roller. The wheels face away from body when roller is used as a backpack, 
allowing for a clean, comfortable carrying experience. Aluminum hardware 
and water-resistant fabrics combine to create a lightweight, durable bag.   
Durable exoskeleton and a molded polypropylene back panel absorb the   
impact of rugged travel. Tough, oversized wheels and Thule V-Tubing™           
telescoping handles guarantee a smooth, steady and straight pull for years. 
Heat-molded, crush-proof SafeZone™ compartment protects eyewear,      
portable electronics and other fragile gear (compartment locks and can be 
removed for extra  cargo room) 
�� Raised rails give your bag and gear extra protec�on 
�� Piggyback strap a�achment loop to hook on an addi�onal bag 
�� Divided main compartment keeps clean-from-dirty, wet-from-dry, and 

work-from-play 
�� Complies with carry-on requirements for most airlines 
�� Capacity: 2320 cu in / 38 L 
�� Weight: 7 lb 8 oz / 3.4 kg 

 
Dimensions: 21.5 x 15 x 9 in / 55 x 39 x 24 cm 

$345  Black  CMH logo  
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Other Products at CMH    
 
While this catalog is a representa�on of what we sell in our shops, it does not feature all of our products. We also 
carry the following items from the suppliers below: 
 
ICEBREAKER: 
MEN: Oasis Crewe Mt Cook (Grey), Quest Zip (Nova), Legging with Fly (Black), Tech T Lite Alps (Black) 
WOMEN: Oasis V-Neck Top (Dusk), Vertex Zip (Black), Legless Legging (Black), Aurora Full Zip Sweater (Bone), Athena 
Funnel Sweater (Grey). 
BURTON: 
MEN: AK 3L Hover Jacket (Bluebird) and Pant (Schwag), AK BK Insulator jacket (Black), Bonded Hoody (Black Plaid). 
WOMEN: Minx Fleece jacket (White) 
KIDS: Burton (Boys/Girls Hoodies) , Marmot (Boys/Girls Driclime Jackets), Stripes (Boys/Girls Base Layer Tops and 
Bo�oms). 
HATS: Assorted Hats by Bula, Burton and Pis�l. 
ACCESSORIES: 
GoPro Cameras, High Gear Alterra Al�meter Watches, Black Diamond Shovels and Probes, Thermic Boot Heaters. 
We also carry a wide selec�on of ba�eries, hand/foot warmers and memory cards. 
STILL TO COME: Logo Wear T-Shirts and Ball Caps. 

< Thule Crossover 25L MacBook Backpack 
 

Padded, integrated laptop compartment holds up to a 17” MacBook 
Pro or PCHeat-molded, crush proof SafeZone™ compartment 
protects your sunglasses, iPhone, portable electronics and other 
fragile gear. Die-cut EVA shoulder straps with mesh covering provide 
ven�la�on and breathability. Compression straps customize the bag 
to the size of your load. Organiza�on compartment keeps cords and 
other accessories at hand but out of the way. Mul�ple grab-and-go 
handles allow for easy transport. Side pocket keeps a water bo�le 
close at hand. Lightweight, durable fabric is also water-resistant. 
 
$120 Black 



We want to talk to you about our products and your purchase, so call us or send us an email. Some items may only be available at 
our lodges so it will take a couple of weeks to get them back to Banff and shipped to you. All prices are in Canadian $. 
In Canada, orders ship via Expedited Parcel unless otherwise specified. Orders are insured for damage or loss. Applicable provincial 
and federal taxes are applied when your order is processed according to where the item will be shipped. 
 
Shipping to the USA: 
Orders sent to the USA are shipped by Expedited Parcel. Orders shipped to the USA are not charged Canadian taxes; however, all 
orders pass through customs and are subject to import du�es, taxes and custom processing fees. A customs invoice will arrive with 
your parcel or may follow in the mail. Recipients are responsible for paying these addi�onal fees. If you return an item for 
whatever reason, there may also be duty charges from the Canadian Government. Recipients are responsible for paying these 
addi�onal fees. 
 
Interna�onal Shipping: 
Orders going to interna�onal des�na�ons are shipped by air mail. Orders shipped outside of Canada are not charged Canadian 
taxes; however, all orders pass through customs and are subject to import du�es, taxes and custom processing fees. A customs 
invoice will arrive with your parcel or may follow in the mail. Recipients are responsible for paying these addi�onal fees. If you 
return an item for whatever reason, there may also be duty charges from the Canadian Government. Recipients are responsible 
for paying these addi�onal fees. 
 
Return Policy: 
If you are not completely sa�sfied with your purchase you can return it in new condi�on with hangtags and original packaging, 
prepaid to the following address. Please include your contact informa�on. If the product return is due to manufacturing failure or 
oversight, please return it with a complete descrip�on of the problem. We will contact you as soon as we have inspected the 
product and reviewed the supplier’s warranty policies. Wear and tear is not covered by any supplier and most items can be 
repaired at a reasonable charge.  
 
Canadian Mountain Holidays 
P.O. Box 1660, 108 Jay Street, Banff, Alberta, Canada T1L1J6  A�n: Retail Shop                                                        Tel: 1-800-661-0252 

Shipping, and how fast can I get it? 
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